
MySQL is a popular database
deployed to enable high data traffic
volumes delivering high performance
and low latency with linear
scalability. The challenge is that
generational improvements in server
compute and memory resources are
insufficient to meet the increasing
demands for database transactions
on larger and larger data sets.This
forces users to deploy more servers
and storage to overcome the CPU
and memory bottlenecks. This
scaling out of infrastructure only
exacerbates other inefficiencies –
cost, reliability, performance, uptime,
SLAs, and management overhead for
IT staff all suffer. 

The
Challenge

Improve uptime and reduce
the total infrastructure
deployed with 2x capacity
density
Achieve 2x TPS while slashing
latency by 3x  
Improve TCO for transaction-
heavy deployments by
extending endurance by 4x
Deploy easily, with zero friction
& no software or app
reconfiguration 

Key customer benefits

+

For more information, visit  www.scaleflux.com or fol low us on LinkedIn. 

The merits of using
ScaleFlux CSDs are great!

-Shinya Matsui, 
GMO GlobalSign Holdings, 

Public Cloud Group

https://www.linkedin.com/company/scaleflux


About ScaleFlux
ScaleFlux helps customers harness data growth as a competitive advantage by building
products that reduce complexity and accelerate the creation of value from data.In our
first phase of rethinking the data pipeline for the modern data center, ScaleFlux has built
a better SSD by embedding computational storage technology into flash drives. Now,
customers can gain an edge by optimizing their data center infrastructure by deploying
storage intelligence for workloads like databases, analytics, IoT, and 5G. 

For more information, visit  www.scaleflux.com or fol low us on LinkedIn. 

Choosing a better SSD from
ScaleFlux, built with computational
storage technology, is the easiest
way to improve database
performance while reducing the
infrastructure required to support
MySQL deployments. Using an NVMe
SSD that can intelligently compress
and manage data inside the drive
improves latency consistency,
increases application performance,
extends drive life, and reduces the
amount of hardware needed to meet
daily transaction loads – all without
additional software installation or
app refactoring.

Using transparent compression,
ScaleFlux drives manage data inside
the flash during reads and writes.
These storage processing engines
are embedded directly into the SSD
controller chip to improve overall
database performance. There is no
need to modify application code or
install new software; transparent
compression works inside the SSD,
compressing data during writes and
decompressing it during reads
without any action from the host. The
trade-offs between performance
and      storage        costs        typically 

The
Solution

encountered with CPU-based
compression are avoided. The in-
drive, transparent compression acts
as an acceleration function,
especially in high TPS and highly
concurrent environments. Utilizing
the inherent compressibility of
structured data to reduce the
number of writes to the storage
media and reduce the space
consumed by the data results in
higher sustained random write
performance, better read tail latency
in mixed workloads, and improved
endurance without adding
complexity to the solution. 

In a scenario testing using Sysbench
8.0 with a 1.5TB data set running 64
threads with Double-Write Buffer on
and a CSD 3000 installed, the system
achieved over twice the queries per
second with 2.4x lower 99% latency
than the same system did with
another vendor’s PCIe 4.0 NVMe SSD
of the same capacity.
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